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1. INTRODUCTION 
The results in this article pertain to rings which satisfy certain 
local-global conditions. The theory of such rings is shown to parallel in 
many respects that of local rings. 
Throughout the article, R denotes a commutative ring with 1 and Spm(R) 
denotes the set of maximal ideals in R. The local-global principle holds in R 
(an LG ring, for brevity) if whenever a polynomial f E R [x, )..., xn] 
represents a unit over R, for each P E Spm(R), then f represents a unit over 
R. Such rings include semilocal rings or, more generally, rings which are 
Von Neumann regular module their Jacobson radical 114, Proposition 3.41, 
and the ring of all algebraic integers (see [4 ] or [ 18 J). 
The results in Section 2 extend to LG rings certain results of Goodearl 
and Warfield [9] derived for rings which are Von Neumann regular modulo 
their Jacobson radical. Let S denote a module finite R-algebra with R an LG 
ring. If M and N are finitely generated S modules, then A 0 M%_B 0 M 
implies A N B for S modules A, B (Theorem 2.5), and M’ N N’ implies 
MN N (Theorem 2.11). Furthermore, if M is finitely presented and Np is a 
homomorphic image of M,, for each P E Spm(R), then N is a homomorphic 
image of M (Theorem 2.6). If A4 is finitely presented and locally isomorphic 
to N, then A4 is isomorphic to N (Theorem 2.6). A Forster-Swan-type result 
follows on the generation of modules over S. 
Integrally closed domains D with algebraically closed quotient fields ale 
considered in Sections 3 and 4. In Theorem 4.4, we show that such D satisfy 
Van der Kallen’s U-irreducible condition (polynomials in D[xj representing 
units constitute a multiplicative closed set ] 191) if and only if 1 is in the 
stable range of D. Examples 5.1 and 5.2 show that a U-irreducible domain 
need not be an LG ring, answering negatively a question of Van der Kallen 
[ 191. Other pertinent examples conclude Section 5. 
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In Section 6, some of the results from Sections 3 and 4 are extended co 
integrally closed domains having real closed quotient fields. In particular. the 
ring of all real algebraic integers is an LG ring (see Theorem 6.3 and its 
corollaries). Also obtained is a recent result of Cantor [2] which implies that 
a finite set of rational functions over a number field K which locally- 
represent integers for some value of the variable must also globally represent 
integers in some extension field of K. Our variation, Theorem 6.6: uses the 
LG property to derive Cantor’s result for a larger class of domains. 
Finally. bilinear spaces over LG rings are studied in Section 7. It is shown 
that any nonsingular space splits as a sum of rank 1 and rank 2 spaces 
(Theorem 7.3). These spaces are considered in more detail over the ring oi 
all algebraic integers and the subring of real algebraic integers. It is shown 
that nonsingular spaces are completely classified by the field invariants and 
the norm (Corollaries 7.4 and 7.5). Also, any space is a direct sum of rank 1 
and rank 2 spaces and a set of classifying invariants is given (Theorems 7.3 
and 7.6). 
All rings in this article have a 1: all modules are unital right modules 
unless otherwise stated. 
2. LOCALNSLOHAL RINGS 
In this section, properties of modules over extensions of LG rings are 
considered. In many respects, the rings behave much like local rings, 
Goodearl and Warfield 191 have obtained some of the results herein for 
algebras over commutative rings R such that R/J(R) is Von Neumann. 
regular; J(R) the Jacobson radical of R. However, most of the results appear 
new, even for such rings as the ring of all algebraic integers. 
Note that the condition for R to be an LG ring is equivalent to the 
condition that each f E R IX, ,...: xnj which satisfies CXER”f(X)R = R GUST 
also represent a unit in R. Consequently, the LG property is preserved by 
direct limits and homomorphic images. 
An R-algebra over a commutative ring R is defined as an overring S of R 
with R central in S. If, in addition, S is a finitely generated R-modufe, then S 
is termed a module finite R-algebra. WC record some elementary properties 
of module finite extensions. 
LEM%lA 2.1. Let S be an R-algebra. 
(i) Jf S is modulesfinite: then S is a homomorphic image qf a module 
finite R-subalgebra oJ’ R,, , then ring of n x n m&rices over R. 
(ii) If S is module finite and T is a finite/y generated R-subalgebra oj’ 
S, then I’ is module.finite. 
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(iii) If S is a direct limit of module finite R-algebras and M is a 
finitely generated S-module, then E = End,(M) is a direct limit of module 
jkite R/Ann, M-algebras. 
(iv) If S is a direct limit of module finite R-algebras, then J(S) n R = 
J(R), J denoting Jacobson radical. 
Proof (i) Let F be a free R-module which maps onto S. Thus, 
S= End,(S) is a homomorphic image of the subring A in End,(F) 
consisting of those endomorphisms which induce S-endomorphisms of S. 
Now pick a finitely generated R-subalgebra of A mapping onto S and 
observe that any finitely generated R-subalgebra of End,(F) = R,l is module 
finite. Thus, (i) and (ii) follow. For (iii), note that E is a homomorphic 
image of a subalgebra of S, for some n. Since S, is also a direct limit of 
module finite R-algebras, (iii) follows. Note for (iv) that for e E J(S) n R 
and r E R, (1 + er)-’ E S and is therefore integral over R. Thus, 
(I + er)-’ E R, and J(S) n R c J(R) follows. Conversely, for e E J(R) and 
s E S it sufftces to see that (1 + es)-’ E S. We may assume then that $ = 
R 11 + es, s] which is module finite. If M is a simple S module, then, by 
Nakayama’s lemma, J(R)M #M so J(R)M = 0. Thus, J(R) E J(S). 
~RODOSITION 2.2. Let R be an LG ring. Suppose that S is a direct limit 
of module finite R-algebras and let f be a polvnomial ouer R in the noncom- 
muting variables x, ,..., x,, y, )..., y,. Suppose further that a E S” and that L 
is an R-submodule of S”. If for each P E Spm(R), there e-yist b, E L, such 
that f (a, b,,) is a unit in S,) then there exists d E L such that f (a, d) is a unit 
in S. 
Proof We make a sequence of reductions. First note that 6, = c,,/e 
where e E R - P. By replacing b, by c,e’ where ee’ - 1 mod P, we can by 
Lemma 2.l(iv) assume that b, E L. Also by replacing f by zJ we can assume 
that f (a, b,,) E R -P (f represents a unit if and only if zf does). Hence R = 
C f(a, d)R, the sum being taken over the d E L for whichJ(a, d) E R. Select 
d , ,..., d, E L so that R = >I f(a, d,)R. Since one off(a, di) is a unit in R, for 
each P e Spm(R), we can pass to the module finite subalgebra of S 
generated by the di and the coordinates of a. 
S module finite implies that S is a homomorphic image of a subalgebra T 
of R,l. Say S = T/I and choose any preimage c E T”’ of a and L’ c T” of L. 
For a suitable choice of e, E Li and i E 1, f (c, eP) + i is a unit in Tp. Thus, 
g = f (G Y1 ,**., y,) + z locally represents units over T. It suffices to prove the 
result over T, so we assume S = T. 
Note that the units in S are the matrices having determinant a unit in R. 
Set IV= =V d ’ L izi wrth the di selected as above and the zi are variables that 
commute with S. Consider h E R [z,: . . . . zrj defined by h = det f(a. w). Since 
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iz takes on the values det f(a, di), h represents units locally. The LG propertyy 
implies that h and hence f represent units globally. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The LG property is preserved under integgrai 
extensions. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let S he a direct limit of module finite R-algebras, R 
an LG ring. Let a: b E S. If a and b are conjugate (equivalent) over S,, .,fo! 
each P E: Spm(R), then a and b are conjugate (equivalent) over S. 
P.roo,f: a and b are conjugate if there exists a unit in L = {s E S: 
sa := bs}. Since this is true locally, if follows from Proposition 2.2 that such a 
unit exists. The equivalence property follows in a similar manner. 
In particular, the above result applies to similarity and (left) equivalence 
of matrices over R by taking S to be the ring on n x n matrices over R. 
Now suppose that S is a direct limit of module finite R-algebras and that 
R is an LG ring. Let M be a finitely generated Smoduie, and set I:‘== 
End,(M). By passing to R/Ann,M, we may assume that E is a direct limit 
of module tinite R-algebras. If u, c E E and uE $- r;E =- E, then for each F in 
Spm(R) there is a unit in E, of the form u $- 1:~ (for if E’ = R [u, c. a, b I( 
where ua -t ob = 1, then E,‘, is module finite over R,, and a result of Bass 116. 
1 I.8 1 implies that I is in the stable range of E;>). Hence, u + DX is a unit in E 
for some x E B; i.e., I is in the stable range of E. Using a result of Evans i 6. 
Theorem 2 1. we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.5 (Cancellation Property). If A and B are S-modules, the!? 
A 0 M = B 0 M implies A = B. 
Theorem 2.5 appears in 19, Theorem 181 for the case R/J(R) Vor, 
Neum&m regular. Theorem 2.6 below is 119, Theorem 41 in that case, and 
part (ii) of Theorem 2.6 appears in 110, Theorem Aj for the ring of a1.i 
algebraic integers. 
THEORIIM 2.6. Let S be a direct limit of module finite R-algebras, R a!: 
LG ring. Suppose that M is a jlnitely presented S-module and that X is G 
jXtely generated S-module. 
(i) lffor each P E Spm(R), Np is a homomorphic image of M,,? then 
N is a homomorphic image of M. 
(ii) Is&Z,, N N, for each P E Spm(R): then M z N. 
ProoJ Passing to S, via Morita equivalence, we can assume, for 
convenience, that M is cyclically presented and that iii is cyclic. Thus. 
M == S/aS and N= S/T. I a right ideal of S. Set L = is E S: sa E 1\” The 
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existence of an epimorphism is equivalent to finding s E L, t E S, and u E 1 
so that st + u is a unit in S. Since locally there are epimorphisms from MI, to 
N,, the equation has local solutions. By Proposition 2.2, there is a global 
solution st + U. Left multiplication by s is the desired epimorphism. 
Now assume M, 1: N,,, for all P E Spm(R). By (i), there is an epimorphism 
8: M-+ N. Since .Mp is finitely presented, t9, is an isomorphism (see 120, 
Proposition 1.2 I). Thus, 8 is an isomorphism. 
By 19, Example 71, finite presentation is necessary in the hypothesis. There 
are some interesting consequence of the above. Let v(M) denote the 
cardinality of a minimal generating set for M. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If S is a direct limit of module finite R-algebras, R an 
LG ring, and M is a Jinitely generated S-module, then m = v(M) = 
max(v(:M,): P E Spm(R)J. Furthermore, if 6 E M is part of an m-element 
generating set for each &I,,, then Q can be extended to an m-element 
generating set for M. 
Proof: Let N= C eR, e E 4. Since MJN,, = (M/N), can be generated by 
k elements, k = m - 141, there is, by Theorem 2.6(i), an epimorphism 8 from 
Sk to M/N. This implies the existence of an epimorphism 0 from S’” to M 
such that 4 E B(B), for some basis B of S’“. Since B(B) is an m-element 
generating set for M: the last conclusion follows. The first conclusion is 
obtained from the second with d the empty set. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let S be a direct limit of module ftnite R-algebras, R 
an LG ring. Let M be a Jinitely generated projective S-module and N a 
Jinitely presented S-module. If Mp is isomorphic to a summand of IV, for 
each P E Spm(R), then M is isomorphic to a summand of N. 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.6(i), there exists an epimorphism 0: N-1 M. Since 
M is projective, N 2 M @ ker 0. 
Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8 are analogues of Forster-Swan [ 16, Theorem 1 J 
and Serre 115, Theorem 11.21. In the case R/J(R) is Von Neumann regular: 
these were .obtained in 19, Propositions 5 and 6J. The projective hypothesis 
in Corollary 2.8 is not essential. A minor variation in the the proof of 
Theorem 2.6(i) yields the next result whose proof is omitted. 
PKOPOSITION 2.9. Let S be a direct limit of moduleJnite R-algebras, R 
an LG ring. If M and N are$nitely presented S-modules such that Ac.I~ is
isomorphic to a summand oj- N,, for each P E Spm(R), then M is isomorphic 
to a summand of N. 
Corollary 2.8 sheds some light on projective modules over R (set [ 12) for 
another presentation of Theorem 2.10 below). 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let R be un LG ring. If M is a finitely generated 
projective R-module, then M is a direct sum of cyclic modules. [fin addition 
M, is qf constant rank, then M is free. 
Proof. Let 2 be the annihilator of M. By passing to R/I, we can assume 
that M is faithful. Thus, M, z 0 for each P E @m(R). Thus, R, is a 
summand of M,, and by Corollary 2.8, M = R 0 N. The result now follows 
by induction on the minimal number of generators for M. ‘The last 
conclusion is a consequence of Theorem 2.6(ii). 
We close this section by proving the nth root property. Goodearl and 
Warfield 19, Theorem 191 prove this result when R/J(R) is Von Neumann 
regular. Surprisingly, this was unknown even for R local until their proof 
appeared. 
THEOREM 2.11 (nth root property). Let S be a direct limit of module 
jinite R-algebras, R an LG ring. Suppose M and N are finitely generated S- 
modules. 
(i) If M” is isomorphic to a summand oJ’ IV”, then M is isomorphic to 
a summand of N. 
(ii) If M” 2 IV”, then MN N. 
Proof. (i) Set E = End,(N). As in the proof of 19, Theorem 19 j, it 
sufftces to show that if A is an E-module such that A” is a summand of S:‘, 
then A is isomorphic to a summand of E. Since A and E are projective E- 
modules, the equations that determine A” as a summand of E” depend only 
on finitely many elements of E. Since: by Lemma 2.1, .E is a direct limit of 
module finite R/Ann, N-algebras, it suffices to consider the case where !V is 
faithful and E is a module finite R-algebra. However, in this case, EJJ(E,,) 
is a semisimple artinian R,/PR,-algebra. Thus, by the Krull-Schmidr 
theorem, A,,/A,J(E,) is a summand of E,,/J(E,). By Nakayama% lemma. A, 
is cyclic, and by Corollary 2.8, A is a summand of E.. 
If M” z Iv”, then by (i), M N N 0 A N M @ A @ B for some S-modules .A 
and B. By the cancellation property, A = B = 0. 
3. STABLE RANGE, C+RREDUCIBILITY, AND THE PmMrrivF CRITERION 
Recal! that I is in the stable range of R if whenever R = al? + bR, there is 
an x E R such that a + bx is a unit. Let F denote the algebraic closure of a 
field F, and if F is the quotient field of a domain II, set u= 10 E E: B is 
integral over D). The first result shows that representing a unit is essentia!ly 
a linear condition. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a domain with a, b ED. Let g(x) =x’ + 
z,xl-’ + ... + z, E D[x]. The following are equivalent: 
(i) b0 - a is a unit in Dfor each 8 E D with g(0) = 0, 
(ii) v=a’+z,a’-‘b+...+z,b’isaunitinD. 
Proof. If b = 0, the result is _obvious. Otherwise, set h(x) = b’g((x + a)/b). 
If 9 , ,..., 8, are the roots of g in D, then t’ = h(0) = (-1)’ n (bei - a). Thus, pi 
is a unit in fi (and hence a unit in D) if and only if each be - u is a unit in 
0. 
Lemma 3.1 has some interesting consequences for the stable range 
condition, the first two of which are also derivable from similar results 
appearing in [3, p. 3481. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let D be an integrally closed domain with a, b E D. Then 
bx - a represents a unit in D if and only if a’ = v mod b for some positive 
integer t and some unit v in D. 
ProoJ: Suppose btJ - a is a unit in fi for some 0 E 0. Let g(x) = 
x’+z,x’-’ + *** + zI E D[x] be the minimal polynomial of 19. By 
Lemma 3.1, t’ = a, + z,a’-‘b + ... + z,b’ is a unit in D, and a’ = v mod 6. 
Conversely, if a’ E v mod b with u a unit in D: then D=aD + bD= 
atD + bD and a’ - v E bD = bD(aD + bD)‘-’ = (&lb, a’-*b*,..., b’). Thus, 
~1 -a’ = ~,a’-‘b + ..a + z,b’ for some z, . . . . . zf E D, and again the result 
follows from Lemma 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let D be a Dedekind domain such that every residue 
field is finite. Then 1 is in the stable range of D. 
ProoJ Let a, b be relatively prime elements in 0. Then a, b E E a finite 
integrally closed extension of D. Thus, the residue fields of E are also finite. 
So if b # 0, E/bE is a finite ring and a is a unit in E/BE. Thus a’= 1 mod b 
for some t. Hence bx - a represents a unit in 0. 
In particular, the above result applies to Z and k[x], k a finite field. The 
next corollary considers finitely generated k algebras. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let k be a Jeld and D a finitely generated k-algebra. 
Then 1 is in the stable range of D if and only if (i) D has transcendence 
degree 0 over k, or (ii) D has transcendence degree 1 over k and k is an 
algebraic extension of a Jnite field. 
Proof, If (i) holds, D is a field. If (ii) holds, then D2r Fix1 with F a 
finite field, and the result is a consequence of Corollary 3.3. 
To see the converse: note that by the Normalization Lemma, D is an 
integral extension of the polynomial ring E = k]x, ?..., x, J. Thus, D = E. If 
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n > 2, set a =x, and b =x,x2 - 1. Then a and b are relatively prime but U’ 
is not a unit modulo b, and Theorem 3.2 implies that bx -- u cannot represent 
a unit in fi. 
If 17 = 1 and k is not an algebraic extension of a finite field, choose 8 E k 
so that 8’f 1 for any t > 0. Set a =x, and b = (x, - 1)(x1 -- 0). If 
a, K c mod b with c a unit in E (i.e., c E k), then I!?’ = 1, a contradiction. 
Again by Theorem 3.2, bx - LI does not represent a unit in E. 
In 151, it is shown that in fact 1 is not in the stable range of a finitely 
generated k-algebra D unless D is a field. 
We wish to consider properties related to stable range for a commutative 
ring R. 
DEFINITIONS. (a) R is fully stable if for each positive integer nz and IX 
relatively prime pairs ai, bi E R, l-1 (b,x - nJ represents a unit in R. 
(b) R is U-irreducible (following Van der Kallen) if whenever J
g E K [x] represents units in R, then so does fg. 
(c) Iff’(x) = C a$ E R[x]. then the content, C(S), off is the ideal in 
R generated by the coefficients off. 
(dj R satisfies the primitive criterion if for any primitive-f E R Ix ] (i.e., 
C(f) = R), then f represents a unit in R. 
Van der Kallen studied K,(R) for R U-irreducible. As a by-product, he 
proved that the primitive criterion implies the U-irreducibility condition 
which in turn implies that 1 is in the stable range. Thus, U-irreducibility 
implies a ring is fully stable. 
Clearl.y, the primitive criterion, U-irreducibility, or being fully stable imply 
the ring has infinite residue fields. Also it is easy to see that the primitive 
criterion (U-irreducibility) implies the same property for polynomials in 
several variables (see [19] for U-irreducibility, and for the primitive 
criterion, reduce to the case of a single variable by substituting widely 
separated powers of a single variable for each of the several variables!. Since 
any polynomial which represents a unit locally must be primitive. we have 
1121: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. R satisfies the primitive criterion if and only iJ’ R is a?~ 
LG ring with all residue fields infinite. 
‘The analogue of Corollary 2.3 holds for U-irreducibility and the primhive 
criterion. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. U-irreducibility and the primitive criterion are 
preserved ltnder direct limits, homomorphic images, and integral extensions. 
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ProoJ The result for the primitive criterion follows by Proposition 3.5 
and Corollary 2.3. It is trivial to see that U-irreducibility is preserved under 
direct limits. Van der Kallen [ 19, Lemma 1.6 ] proved it is preserved under 
homomorphic images. Now suppose that R is U-irreducible and S is integral 
over R. It suffices to prove that R Js ] is U-irreducible when s is integral over 
R. However, Rls] is a homomorphic image of RlxJ/(h(x)) = T for some 
h(x) E R Jx]. So it suffices to see that T is U-irreducible. Let A g E T(xJ 
denote polynomials which represent units in T. Let N be the norm map from 
T to .R, and write x = x eixi where the e, are an R-basis for T. Then 
Iv. f(x) = N(fE e,x,)) E R ix, )..., x,,J. Since t is a unit in T if and only if 
N(t) is a unit in R: N. f and N. g represent units in R, and hence N . fg = 
(N . f)(N . g) represents a unit in R. 
4. ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED DOMAINS 
In view of Lemma 3.1, the s x t matrix 
A = (a:-jbj) (4.1) 
will be of some importance. We record the needed properties of A. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be as in (4.1) with s = t ocer a domain D. Set dii = 
ai b,i - a,i b,i. 
(i) detA = +(b, a.. b,y) JJiCjdii. 
(ii) ifdet A # 0 and b,vd,, ... d, -,,s divides 1: E R, AZ’ = (0, . . . . 0, y)’ is 
solz?able with z E RS, the prime denoting transpose. 
Proof. (i) follows since A is essentially a Van der Monde matrix. (ii) is a 
consequence of Cramer’s rule. 
Call a domain D algebraically closed if D = 0. The next results show that 
fully stable implies U-irreducibility for such D. The first result is of 
independent interest. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D be an integrally closed domain. rf’,f(x) E D(x] 
represents a unit in D, then f = f, ... f, with j;(x) E D[x:] irreducible ocei 
the quotient field F of D. In particular, each f. is prime in D Ix]. 
ProoJ Since D is integrally closed, D = n R,., where each R,. is a 
valuation ring. In particular, finitely generated ideals in R,: are principal; i.e., 
R,: is a Bezout domain. It suffices to consider the case where.f is irreducible 
in Dlxl since any factor off also represents a unit. 
Suppose that f is not irreducible over FJxJ. Then df(x) = g(x) h(x) for 
some d E D and g, h E D[x] of lower degree than .fi Choose b E D so that 
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a -f(b) is a unit in D. Since R,: is Bezout, dC(f)R,. = C(g) C(h)R,.. Since 
f(b) E C(f), C(f) = Q and dR,. = C(g) C(h)R,:. However, da = g(b) h(b); 
hence dR,.= g(b)h(b)R,. Since R,: is Bezout, g(b)R,. -C(g)R,. and 
h(b)R,, = C(h)R,. Hence C(g) G 0 g(b)R, = g(b)D E C(g), and similariy 
C(h) = h(b)D. Thus, dividing by d yields a factorization off(x) in D[x 1, a 
contradiction. Finally, if u(x) U(X) Ef(x) Dlxl, thenfdivides u or u in Fjxj: 
so WC may assume that u is constant. Butfis primitive, so L.(X) E J(x) D]x II 
COROLLARY 4.3. If D is algebraically closed, then D is fully stable [f and 
only if D is U-irreducible. 
PI.OOJ As noted before: U-irreducibility implies that D is fully stable. 
Conversely, suppose .f and g E D[x] each represent a unit. By Theorem 4.2, 
f=~"~.--f,,, andg=g,... g,,: where each & and gi is irreducib!e over the 
algebraical!y closed quotient field of D. Hence each.fi and g,! is linear. Since 
fg is primitive and D is fully stable, fg represents a unit in L3. 
For algebraicaliy closed domains, it suffices that linear po!ynomials 
represent units. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let D be an algebraically closed domain with 1 in its 
stable range. Then D is U-irreducible. 
ProoJ: By Corollary 4.3, it suffices to prove D is fully stable. Letfix) = 
]-]f=, (b,x - ai) E D]x] with aiD +- biD =: D for 1 < i < s. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume each bi # 0 and that,f has no multiple roots. Thus? 
d, = aihi -- nibi # 0 if i # j. Let A be the s X s matrix as in (4.1). 
We proceed by induction on s. If s = 1, the result foliows from the 
hypothesis. Assume then that s > 1 and that there is an e E D with bie -- ai a 
unit for each l<i<s-1. Setg(x)=(.~-e!‘=x”$z,x’~!~...tz,, By 
Lemma.3.1, ci=a;$z,u.-~‘bi+ . . . + z,bf is a unit for all I < i < s --. i. 
Nom that u,D + d,,D = D for i ( s, for if di, E P in $pn(D), then in D,I?: 
bix - ai and b,$x - a,T are proportional and nonzero. Hence as bie ‘-- ai GJ I”, 
b,e - a, @ P, and by Lemma 3.1 (applied to D/P), u,$ $ P. Now Az’ =: w := 
(L’! - ai ~ .‘., L’, - a:)‘. Since 2’,\ E ai mod b,, r:,D -t uD = D, where u = 
6, n d,. Since 1 is in the stable range of D. ~7,; q := U, + ru is a unit for some 
r E D. By Lemma 4.l(ii), there exist y E D’ such that AJ’ = (wi ?...: w,.. ,: 
19,~ $-ru)‘. Now w, + ru = 1:: -a:. Hence if c; = L’; for 1. < i < s: then ci A:: 
a,; + 4’,a; ’ .+. . . -:- y,Yb; is a unit in D for each I < i < s. Again by 
Lemma 3.1, each bid-ai is a unit in D for a root @ of 
x,+y:xy ‘+...+&. 
Some consequences of Theorem 4.4 are: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let D be an algebraically closed domain. 7’hen D 
satisfies the primitice criterion [f and on$ if 1 is in the stable range of D and 
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every primitive polynomial is a product of linear polynomials. In particular, 
if D is Bezout, then the primitive criterion is equivalent to the stable range 
condition. 
Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.2 
and 4.4. The second follows since over Bezout domains primitive 
polynomials irreducible over the quotient field are irreducible over D. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let D be a Dedekind domain such that every residue 
field is jinite. Then D is U-irreducible. D satisfies the primitive criterion $ 
and only I’D is Bezout. 
Prooj D is U-irreducible by Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 4.4. If fi is 
Bezout, then Corollary 4.5 applies. Conversely, since 5 is Prufer, any finitely 
generated ideal 1 of fi is invertible and hence locally principal. Thus, by 
either Theorem 2.6(ii) or Corollary 2.7, if fi satisfies the primitive criterion, 1 
is principal, and thus D is Bezout. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let D = Z or k[x], k aJnitefield, Then D satisfies the 
primitive criterion. 
ProoJ: 5 satisfies the conditions of Corollary 4.6. 
For D = 2, Corollary 4.7 has been obtained by Skolem [ 18 1: Dade 141 
and Cantor 121. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
The first two examples show that U-irreducibility does not imply the 
primitive criterion. This question was raised by Van der Kallen [ 19 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let D be a Dedekind domain with all residue fields finite 
and nontorsion class group (i.e., there exists an ideal I with 1’ nonprincipal 
for all t # 0). Goldman has constructed such domains with quotient field 
Q(X) 181. By Corollary 4.6, D is U-irreducible. We claim that ffi is not prin- 
cipal. For if Jo= do, then .Z@,> E N E (as E-modules) for some finite 
extension E of D. If E has rank t as a D-module by taking exterior products, 
it follows that I’ ND (as D-modules), and hence I’ is principal, a 
contradiction. Thus, u is not Bezout, and Corollary 4.6 implies that B does 
not satisfy the primitive criterion. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let R be a commutative ring. Let S = {S(x) E R[xj: J 
represents a unit in R}. Set R, = S-‘R[xl. Interating this process, we obtain 
a sequence R=R,GR,cR,~... with corresponding transcendentals 
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x, . x* )... . Let E = U Ri. Suppose that f, g E E\xl each represents a unit in 
E. Then J; gE R,nlxI f or some m and represent units in R,, . Since 
f(x,,+ 1) g(;c,.+ r) is a unit in E, E is U-irreducible. 
Note that by Theorem 4.2, if R is an integrally closed domain, then the 
multiplicative set S is generated by primes. Hence by Nagata’s theorem (see 
17, Theorem 7.1 I) if R is a Krull domain, then the class group, Cl(R). of R is 
isomorphic to Cl(R,). Since any invertible ideai is finitely generated, it 
fo!lows that Cl(E) IV Cl(R). In particular, if Cl(R) is nomrivial, then E does 
not satisfy the primitive criterion by Theorem 2.6(n). 
If R is a Krull domain and the set S is enlarged slightly to also contain 
(a i- bx, : UR + bR Y&P, a height 1 prime of RI: and this construction is 
repeated, E wili in fact be a Dedekind domain (see \ 7, Theorem 14.2 1). Since 
any abehan group can occur as the class group of a Dedekind doman! 
(Claborn j7, Theorem 14.10 1): this shows that given any nontrivial abeiian 
group 6’, t.here is a Dedekind domain E such that: (i) Cl(E) c CT: (ii) E 3s G,‘- 
irreducible; and (iii) E does not satisfy the primitive criterion, 
The next two examples show how rings that do satisfy the primitive 
criterion can arise. 
EXAMPL.E 5.3. Let D be a domain such that D/J(D) is Von Neumann 
regular (e.g., D is semilocal). Then D is an LG ring by Pierce ! 14. 
Proposition 3.41. Hence D is an LG ring by Corollary 2.3. Since the residue 
fields of d are infinite, fi satisfies the primitive criterion. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. If R is a commutative ring, let R(x) = S ‘R/x]: where S 
is the set of primitive polynomials in R[x]. It is easy to see that R(x) -- 
satisfies the primitive criterion. If R is a domain. set T = R(x). By 
Proposition 3.6, ?’ satisfies the primitive criterion. 
Van der Ka!len points out that although 1 is in the stable range of the ring 
of totally real algebraic integers and the residue fields are infinitet it is not U- 
irreducible (for example, x(x’ f 1) does not represent a unit). This shows 
that the algebraically closed hypothesis is necessary. We given another such 
example. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let D be the ring of analytic functions on the complex 
plane. Then 1 is in the stable range of D. This follow s from the Internolation 
Theorem (see [ 15, Theorem 15.151). However, ,f(x) =x(x---z) does noi 
represent a unit in D. For if d E D with f(d> a unit, then d is a unit and 
therefore d = es”). Then eX(‘) -z is never 0. Hence e ---k(Z!z dots not attain 
the value 1. This contradicts .the “big Picard Theorem” which asserts that 
any entire function which is not a polynomia: attains every value (except. 
perhaps one valuej infinitely often (see [lj, p. 3241). 
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6. ONE-DIMENSIONAL DOMAINS 
We wish to extend (as far as is possible) the results in Section 4 to those 
integrally closed domains whose quotient field is real closed. We call such 
rings real closed domains. The proofs are similar to the previous arguments; 
but, as the hypothesis is stronger, the proof is somewhat easier and gives 
another verification of Corollary 4.7. Also, a recent result of Cantor [ 21 on 
representation of integers by rational functions is deduced from the 
Skolem-Dade result that the ring of algebraic integers satisfies the primitive 
criterion. 
LEMMA 6.1. If D is a real closed domain, then li = D @ DB, where 0 = 
ifi + i)/2. 
ProoJ: Let d = a + bi E D with a, b in the quotient field of D. Then trace 
d = 2a, norm d = a2 + b*, and 2b = 2i(d - trace d) are all in D. Note that 
d = (a - b fi) + 260. Thus, it suffices to show that a - bfi E D. Since 
a - bfi is a root of the polynomial x2 - 2ax + a2 - (2b)’ and D is 
integrally closed, a - b fi E D. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose that D is a real closed domain which is unbounded 
in its quotient field F (i.e., there is no e E F such that d < e for all d E 0). If 
0 # d E D, then D/dfi is isomorphic to D/dD @ D/dD as rings. 
ProoJ Lemma 6.1 implies that fi ‘c D[xJ/cf(x)), -where j(x) = 
x2-\/7;x+l is the minimal polynomial of 19. Hence fi/dfi rr. 
(D/dD)Ixl/cf’(x))~ S ince D is unbounded in F, f(x) + ed has positive 
discriminant for some e E D. Thus, f(x) has roots u, o E D/dD. Since u - L’ 
is a unit in D/dD, (D/dD)[x]/(f(x)) -D/dD[xJ/(x - u) 0 D/dD[xl/ 
(x - o) N D/dD 0 D/dD as desired. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let D be a real closed domain with quotienr field F. u 1 
is in the stable range of 6 and either D has Krull dimension 1 or D is 
unbounded, then D is U-irreducible. Furthermore, iff (x) E fi[xl represents a 
unit in 0, then f (u) is a unit in D for some u E Il. 
Prooj: Since D is U-irreducible by Theorem 4.4, it suffices to prove the 
last statement. Let 4 be the nontrivial automorphism of F/F. By replacing f 
by #(f)f, we can assume that f(-u) E D[xl. By Theorem 4.2, f is a product of 
linear primitive polynomials. in fi[xI. By deleting repeated factors and by 
multiplying by x - e for some e E D, we can also assume that j’ is separable 
and of odd degree. Set f (x) = ni=, (bjx - a,), where the bi are nonzero and 
the nonreal terms come in conjugate pairs. 
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Let A = (ai-jbj) as in (4.1). Sincefis separable, d = det2A # 0. Also since 
Q permutes the rows of A, d E D. We claim that there exists r E D with 
f(r)D t dD = D. If D is one dimensional, then R = D/dD is 0 dimensional. 
Consequently, R/J(R) is Von Neumann regular. Thus, R is an LG ring and 
as the residue fields of R are infinite, R satisfies the primitive criterion, 
establishing the claim in this case. 
Assume now that D is unbounded. Since D satisfies the primitive criterion 
and, by Corollary 6.2, D/dD is a homomorphic image of 0, D/dD satisfies 
the primitive criterion (see Theorem 4.4). Thus, f represents a unit in D/dD 
as desired. 
Let g(x)=(x-r)‘=x’+z,x’--‘+...+z,. By Lemma 3.1, L’~ = 
a; + Zla;-‘bi + .a* fzlb: is relatively prime to d for 1 ,< i< t. Since 1 is in 
the stable range of D, there exist tli E fi such that 0; = vi + uid is a unit for 
each i. Furthermore, since the ui come in conjugate pairs. we can choose the 
ui so that the v; also occur in conjugate pairs. Since the image of A contains 
(det A)D’ and (v, - ai ,..., U, - a:)‘, there is a y E 0’ such that Aq” = 
(vi - a: )...) v; - a:)‘. Since A(Q(y’)) = Ay’, y E D’. Another application of 
Lemma 3.1 implies that f(u) is a unit in fi for any root u of 
x’+y,x 1-I + ..a + y, = 0. Since I is odd, u can be chosen in D. In that 
event,f(u) is a unit in D. 
Note that for the case of Krull dimension 1, Theorem 4.4 is not used and 
is therefore a consequence of the argument above in this case. 
If the ordering on F is Archimedean, then clearly D is unbounded (as the 
integers are), and so the above result holds. The ring of all real algebraic 
integers satisfies both conditions of Theorem 6.3, hence 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let D be the ring qf all real algebraic integers. Then 
D satisfies the primitive criterion. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let D be a real closed domain satisfying either of the 
conditions in Theorem 6.3. Then D is U-irreducible if and only lf fi is U- 
irreducible, and D satispes the primitive criterion if and only if fi satisfies 
the primitive criterion. 
Proof. If D is either U-irreducible or satisfies the primitive criterion, then 
L? does by Proposition 3.6. The first conclusion now follows from 
Theorem 6.3. Assume then that D satisfies the primitive criterion. Iff(x) E 
D[x] is primitive, then it represents a unit in 0, and by Theorem 6.3,f(u) is 
a unit in D for some u E b. 
We now consider the question of what values a finite number of rational 
functions can attain (up to units). 
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THEOREM 6.6. Let D be a Dedekind domain. Suppose that E is an 
integral extension of D satisjjling the primitive criterion. Let 
? giEEL 
x, ,..., x,J for 1 < i < k with gi # 0. There exists 0 = 
v, ,..., v,,,) E E’” such that gi(t?) divides f;,(e) for each i f and only iffor each 
P E Spm(E), there exists 0, E E; such that gi(e,) divides A.(&). 
Proof. Since E is an integrally closed integral extension of D: every 
finitely generated ideal in E is invertible. By Theorem 2.6(ii), E is Bezout. By 
hypothesis, there is for each P E Spm(E), a S,, E E:” such thatfi(0,)/gi(8,) = 
ai(.P)/bi(P) is in E,, for each 1 < i< k. We can assume that a,(P), b,(P) are 
in E and are relatively prime. Hence hi(P) E E - P. Set b(P) = n hi(P). 
Since E = C b(P)E, there are finitely many Pi such that E = C b(P,)E. If 
Q E Spm(E), then b(P,) & Q for some i, hence ai(P)/bi(P) E .E,. Therefore, 
by passing to a finite extension of D, we may assume that e,, E D”’ for all P 
and that C(g,) are principal ideals in D. Set CD = r[ C(g,) = QT1 .a. QFr, 
where Q, ,..., Q, are maximal ideals in D. Denote by 0, ?..., 19, E D’” the 
corresponding elements for each Qi. Choose 8 E D”’ so that 8 is close to 
each ei in Doi. Thus, f,(l?)/g,(e) E Doi for i = l,..., r. By translating, we can 
assume 0 = (0 ,..,, 0). Now set hi(x, ,..., x,) = gi(c”xl ,..., c’x,). If s is 
sufficiently large, C(hi) contains c’D. Furthermore, fi(csx,, . . . . c’x,J E 
J(O) D + csD G g,(O)D + csD c C(hi). By the primitive criterion, there exist 
$ , ,... Y 4, E E such that hi@, : . . . . @,,) generates C(hi). hence g,(c’#, ...) c’@,,,) 
divides fi(c’@, ,..., c”$,,J as desired. 
COROLLARY 6.7. The above result holds for (i) 2; (ii) k[x]: k a finite 
field; (iii) the ring of real algebraic integers and (iv) D(x), D a Dedekind 
domain. 
Proof. (i)-(iii) are obvious. If D is a Dedekind domain, then D(x) is a 
principal ideal domain satisfying the primitive criterion. 
Cantor [21 has proved Corollary 6.7(i) by a different method. His result 
has slightly different hypothesis, but it is easy to show it is equivalent o the 
result above. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let E be as in Theorem 6.6. Suppose that r,...., rk are 
rational functions over E in m variables. Let a, ,..., ak E E - {O]. Then there 
exists v E E” with ri(v) = uiai with ui a unit in E, 1 < i < k, IY and only if 
this holds over E, for each P E Spm(E). 
Proojl Say ri = filgi. Apply Theorem 6.6 to the rational functions aiA./gi 
and gilaiL.* 
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7. CLASSIFICATION OF QUADRATIC LATTICES 
A symmetric bilinear space over a ring R is a projective, finitely generated 
R-module M and a symmetric bilinear map ( $ ): M x M --) .R. ( * ) is 
assumed to be nonsingular; i.e., 4: M--f Hom,(M, R) defined by d(t:) := ( c) 
is an isomorpb.ism. 
Let V, ( Y ) be a nonsingular, n-dimensional bi!inear space over the field of 
quotients F of an integral domain D in which 2 # 0. A D-lattice on V is a 
rank II projective D-module L E V. Set q(c) = (v, c), N(L) - J&,. g(cjD, 
s(L) = y-, iz,,W,Eid (v, w)D, and z;(L)=~,~~ ....,,,,, Er. det((Ci, ~j))D. O(V) denotes 
the group of isometries of V, and cls L is the orbit of L under O(V). 
The classification theory for lattices L over a domain D which satisfies the 
primitive criterion parallels the theory over local rings (see 11 i 1 for the case 
4 E D and L is nonsingular). In fact, Theorem 7.1 below shows that the 
classification problem over the domains in Section 6.6 is but a iota! problem. 
Let gen L denote the set of lattices K on V such tha.t K,, E cls L,- for each 
P E Spm(D). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let D c E c fi be integral domains with D a Dedekind 
domain. [f E satisfies the primitive criterion, then gen L = cls L for each .E. 
lattice L. 
Prooj: Evidently, cls L c gen L. Let K E pen L. Since 15 satisfies the 
primitive criterion, L, K are free E-modules. Let r:r ,..., u,, be an E-basis for L 
and W! . ...: W, an E-basis for K. For each 0 E O(V), let T,, denote the r; x n 
matrix over F satisfying (e(c,),..., @(c,)) = (w~:.*.~ w,,)T,. Since E is Bezout, 
T, = u,/u () ) T--J = V,/C, with uO, L!~ E E and Uf,5 I/‘, primitive matrices 
over E. Since K E gen L, C u,v,E =E. Hence there are isometries 
0; ,..., Fjk E O(V) such that for each P E Spm(E), Bl(L,,) = K,, for some 
1 < i < ic. Bv adjoining to D the entries of U,;. V,. and the vaiues u~.~ r;!::, 
1 < i < k, ie can assume therefore that the D-lattices L’ =: 1 ciD’ and 
K’ = r wiD are in the same genus. Note that K’ E cis L! implies K E cis I:.. 
se we can also assume K = K’, L = L’. 
Since D is a Dedekind domain? L,, = K, for all but finitely many YE 
Xpnt(Dj. Let S denote the finite exceptional set of primes, and for each 
P E S select 8, E O(V) such that 6?,,(LP) = K,>. Factor 8,, as GJ, - 
0 1: !(I’) * * . eck(p) as a product of symmetries QUiv, , fl,,(xj = --x $- 2(x, u)u/(c, r!) 
(we may assume that k is independent of P since there is a symmetry whici: 
defines an isometry of L,, [ 13, 9 1:4]). If (/I: -.- WI\,’ is sufficiently smali and 
q(ti) f 0, then q(w) f 0 and tY,(L,) = B,.(L,,). Thus. we can select rji f L suci-: 
that 19~;~([,,) := B,.itr,,(LP) for all P E S. Since E satisfies the primitisc 
condition, D has torsion class group by Example 5. I. Hence we can select a 
d E D such that iidi\,s is arbitrarily small for each P E S and iidiir = 1 fx ail 
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P @ S. Set uji= pi + dzi with zi = CX~U,~E L to be selected so that 
q(wi) # 0, B,,.I(Lp) = BJL,) for P E S and B,,$.,) = L, for P 6C S. If (1 dl(, is 
sufftciently small for P E S, then the first two of these conditions hold. If 
2(wi> Lp) C (wi, “i)Dp, for P & S? then the final condition holds. Now 
(wi, wi) = (ui, vi) + 2d(vi, zi) + d’(zi, zi) = g(x, ,..., x,). Since E satisfies the 
primitive criterion (and is therefore Bezout), we can replace D by a finite 
extension of D in E as to assume that g represents a generator for its content. 
Let x r,...,x, E D denote such a representation. Since d’(zi, zi) is 
homogeneous of degree two in the coefficients of zi and the remaining terms 
of g have smaller degree, d’(z,, zi) has content divisible by the content of g. 
Now d2(zi, zi) has content d2N(L), hence 2d2(wi, L,,) = 2d2(wi, L),, c: 
d’N(L), = d’N(L,) c C(g) = (u!~, wi)D,. For P & S, B,,(L,) = L, follows. 
By choice of Owi, 8 = 8,, . . . B,, satisfies B(L,,) = K, for each P E Spm(D). 
Therefore, B(L) = K. 
If D is a local ring then each D-lattice L has a one or two-dimensional 
orthogonal summand (see [ 1~ p. 13 I). Thus, 
THEOREM 7.2. Let D c E G 5 be integral domains with D a Dedekind 
domain and E satisfying the primitive criterion. Then each E-lattice L is an 
orthogonal sum of lattices of rank 1 or 2. 
ProoJ We may assume rank L > 1. Let v, :..,, L:, be an E-basis for L. 
Then w, = 1 xiui, w2 = 2 yiui is a basis for an orthogonal summand of L if 
for each i: 1 ,< i < n, the two values 
det Cvi: wl> Cwl 3 M’1) 
( (L:;, w,) ()I!, 3 u:J 
) det (jy:: ;;; y;;; ;I;) 
are divisible by det((w,, 1.~~)). Since E is Bezout, E, is a valuation ring, in 
which case such wi exist. By Theorem 6.6, we can therefore find MI,) br2 EL 
which satisfy the sufficient conditions. 
The results in Theorem 7.2 can be strengthened with the assumption that 
the lattices are nonsingular. Let (a, 6) denote the space cR + WR where 
(u. c) = a, (w, w) = b, (v, IV) = 1 and ab - 1 is a unit in R, and let (u) denote 
the one-dimensional cH with q(v) = u where u is a unit in R. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let L be a nonsingular bilinear space of constam rank 
ouer an LG ring R. 
(i) L is an orthogonal sum of’rank one and rank 2 subspaces. 
(ii) If N(L) = R, then L is an orthogonal sum of rank one subspaces. 
(iii) ff N(L) # R, then n = rank L is euen and L is an orthogonal sum 
of rank 2 subspaces. 
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(iv) rfN(L) = aR f R with a regular, then L is an orthogonal sum oj’ 
rank 2 subspaces having norm aR. If iRIP\ > 2for each PE Spm(R.). then 
each runk two summand can be taken of’ the type (au, au) with u. c units in 
R. 
Proojl We can assume that rank L > 1. Let z:, . ...) c,, be a basis for L.. Set 
I,ji = C x~L:~, w2 = C yiui, and g(x ,,...: x,, ~9, ,..., J’,) = det((w,, wi)). Since 
locally L has a two-dimensional summand? g represents units locally. Since g 
therefore represents a unit, w,, w2 can be selected so that Rw! + Rw, spiits 
L. Furthermore, if N(L) = R, then locally (hence globally) w,, :v? can be 
selected so that, in addition, q(w,)R = R 11, Proposition 3.5). In this event, 
wI R + w,R splits as (u,) i (u?j. (i) and ( ii now foilow by induction, and ) 
(iii) is a consequence of the two. 
?Jote, for (iv) that in addition to g representing a unit we can assume 
q(w,)R = aR since locally such M;, , w2 exist. We can also assume that 
rank L > 4. and it suffices by induction to show that if L has the splitting 
L = (au, bj i (c: dj, with u a unit, and N(L) = aR, then L is an orthogonai 
sum of two rank lattices having norm aR. Let c, ,...) t’, denote a basis giving 
rise to the above splitting. We shall show that there exist w, : ~2~ E t‘, R ’ such 
that 9(+~,) = au’ wirh U’ a unit in R and t’(w,R + cv,R) = R. It suffices to 
verify this locaily. If a E P, take K!, = t’j + t(c, - auc,), wZ = uJ with l= 8, i 
according to whether a-‘q(c,) @ P or a-‘q(c,) E P. If a @ P, then u’, R splits 
L and, since z:,R-’ has odd dimension, there are, by (i) and (ii), I%‘:? 
M.‘? E L’, R- such that w,R + w,R ‘c’ (u’) - (u”), wit.h u’? 2” units ir! R. 
Thus, 1~~ N $ wzR splits L in each of the two cases and both it and its 
complement have norm aR. 
If u’,: 1~~ have corresponding norm (au. b) with u a unit in R and a 
regular dividing i7, then wheneller 1 R/P\ > 2 a t, E RI, can be found so that 
9(% f t!,w,)R,, = aR,. Consequently, if (R/Pi > 2 for aj! P E Spm(R). the2 
(LIU, b) :Y (au: acj with u, c units in R. 
Theorem 7.3 reduces, in certain cases, the computation of the isometry 
class of a nonsingular space to the case of rank I and rank 2 nonsingu!ar 
spaces. Evidently, (u> Y (uI’> for any unit t in R. Also, if L = vzt R + xlR, 
then L = pwi R + pw,R = pw, R + (pwr - qpw,)R for any 9 E R, p a unit in 
R. Hence, ii p E 1 mod aR and s are units in R, (au, a~) ^ I (aup’s..-2, cirs2) 
where - i + a2up2r = p*(--1 + a’uc). If R is an integrally closed domain 
and a divides 2 (for example, if N(L) = aR with L nonsingular). rhcn the last 
condition forces p E I mod aR. Thus, 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let D denote an algebraically ciosed domain which is 
Bezout and satisfies the primitiae criterion. A necessary and syfl?cien: 
condition Jbr two nonsingular D-lattices to be isometric is that they haw ihe 
Same norm and rank. 
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COROLLARY 7.5. Let D denote a real closed domain which is Bezout 
and satisfies the primitive criterion. Then two nonsingular lattices on the 
same space are isometric if and only if they hatie the same norm. 
Proof Equality of norms is clearly necessary, so let L, K be two 
nonsingular lattices on the same space with N(L) = N(K). If N(L) = D, then 
L and K are orthogonal sums of rank one spaces (I), (-I), the number of 
summands of (1) being determined by the space. Thus, L ‘v K. 
Now let N(L) = aD # D. We leave the proof in the case rank L = 2 to the 
reader, the arguments being somewhat similar to those prior to 
Corollary 7.4. Thus: the classes of rank 2 nonsingular D-lattices L having 
norm aD are (0,O) if aD = 20 and L is indefinite; (a, 0) if aD # 20 and L 
is indefinite; (b, 6) with -1 + bZ positive and b = ]a] u2 with u a unit if L is 
positive definite; and c--b, -6) with b as in the previous case if L is negative 
definite. 
Note that (6, 0) 2: (-b, 0); hence (b, 0) I (b, 0) N (b, 0) I (-6, 0) is split 
by the hyperbolic plane D(w, + wl) + Dw, whose complement is isotropic 
(by Witt’s theorem). Therefore,(b, 0) I (b, 0) 2: (0,O) I (b, 0). Similarly, 
(b, 0) I (6: b) N (-b, 0) I (6, b) N (0,O) I (b, b) and (b, b) I (-b, -6) Y 
(0,O) 1 (b,O). C onsequently, L 2: ~(0, 0) I t(b, 6) with t > 1, s(O,O) I 
t(-b, -b) with t > 1, or L ‘v ~(0, 0) I (b, 0). Witt’s theorem implies that the 
three cases determine different spaces, so that Corollary follows. 
If D is a valuation ring, then each D-lattice L has a Jordan splitting L N 
L, 1 *** I L, where s(L,) G s(Li+ ,) properly and v(Li) = (s(L~))~~‘~. The 
values t, rank Li = rk Li, s(Li) and N(L;), Lf = (x E L: (x, L) E s(L,)} are 
invariants of L 113, 91:9]. We call these invariants the J-type of L. 
The concluding theorem of this article represents an application of the 
results in this section to rings of algebraic integers. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let D be either the ring of real algebraic integers or the 
ring of all algebraic integers. If L, K are D-lattices on the same space and 
L,, K, have the same J-type for each P E Spm(D), then L 2: K. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.1, we can pass to D,. By a reduction to a number 
field and an application of the approximation theorem for isometries [ 13, 
101:7], we can pass to the completion D,,. The local square theorem and the 
fact that (-1 + 4~‘)“~ E D,, pZ = P n Z imply that fl E D,>, so we can 
assume that D is the ring of all algebraic integers. A simple continuity 
argument shows that D,, is algebraically closed. Let L, N L, I ... IL,, 
K,,-K21 . . . IK, be Jordan splittings of L, K respectively, and let the caret 
denote passing to the completion. Set s(Li) = aiD,. Since the scaled lattices 
Ly”, KY;’ are nonsingular, Corollary 7.4 implies that we have only to reduce 
to the case where A7(Li) = N(R,). This is already the case if P is nondyadic. 
For the dyadic case? the needed reduction is giver, in 1131 in. step 2 of the 
proof of 93328. 
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